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S Korean envoy on Hyundai tweet
in Pak, says it’s ‘unacceptable’

Priyanka Gandhi hits back
after PM Modi blames

Congress for Covid spread
NEW DELHI, OPEN SEARCH

Congress general secretary Priyanka Gandhi
Vadra slammed Prime Minister Narendra Modi
after he blamed Congress for egging on the
migrants to lave Mumbai in the first wave of
the coronavirus disease (Covid-19) pandemic,
which eventually led to the Covid-19 spread in
states like Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Punjab
and Bihar. Reacting to the remarks, Priyanka
Gandhi asked whether the Prime Minister
wanted nobody to help them. "What did Modi ji
want? What does he want?" she asked
Speaking in Panaji on Monday, Priyanka
Gandhi said, "People whom he had deserted,
who had no way of returning to their homes,
who were coming back on foot - did he want
that nobody should help them? What did Modi
ji want? What does he want? What about the
big rallies he did?" as per ANI report. Who's
Cong UP CM candidate? Watch how Priyanka
Gandhi backtracks on big hint
Congress general secretary Priyanka
Gandhi has made a U-turn over her remarks
about being party's face in Uttar Pradesh. In
response to a question yesterday about
whether she is the CM face of the party in Uttar
Pradesh, Priyanka had responded by saying
that there is no other face other than her which
is visibk in the state.

The Indian ambassador in Seoul contacted the Hyundai headquarters on Sunday and sought an explanation.
NEW DELHI, OPEN SEARCH

Jaishankar and South Korea’s for-

eign minister Chung Eui-yong, who
called his Indian counterpart in an
effort to clear the air on the issue
and to contain the fallout of the
spat.

Pakistan has observed the
Kashmir
Solidarity
Day
on
February 5 since 2004 to express
its support to separatists backing
the merger of Jammu and Kashmir
with Pakistan. Islamabad says it
offers political, diplomatic and
moral support to the Kashmiri people but New Delhi has for long
accused the Pakistani side of
fomenting unrest and supporting

Congress in House

NEW DELHI, OPEN SEARCH

Jawaharlal Nehru said from the Red Fort that

‘There is a Korean war and it can affect us. If
some disturbance takes place in the US, it too
can affect us.’ He had given us up on controlling
inflation. Imagine our first PM saying this when
the world was not at all globalised” Modi said.
He accused the Congress for failing to control doubk-digit inflation during most part of
the United Progressive Alliance (UPA) rule and
said his governmentis committed to keep inflation uncer control.
Later in his speech, while talking about
responsibilities of a government.

ver social media posts by
Hyundai Pakistan. On
Monday, the external
affairs ministry summoned the
envoy in Delhi to lodge strong
protest over the matter.

Social media posts by the Pakistan
distributor of Hyundai Motors supporting
the
Islamabad-backed
Kashmir Solidarity Day triggered a
diplomatic row, with India summoning the South Korean ambassador to lodge a strong protest over
the matter.
The matter also figured in a
phone conversation on Tuesday
between external affairs minister S

PM invokes Nehru to corner
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Monday
repeatedly invoked Jawaharlal Nehru, country’s first PM, as he spoke on a range of issues
ranging from price rise to responsibilities of
peopk to defend the “idea of India”. In his reply
in the Lok Sabha to the debate on motion of
thanks on President’s Address, Modi invoked
Nehru to either defend his government or take
aim at the Congress. Opposition Congress has
been accusing Modi and the current disposition of undermining Nehru’s legacy and his
contributions to making of modern India.
Stating he is accused of not mentioning Nehru’s
name enough, Modi quipped that he will fulfil
the wishes of the Congress. Prime Minister
Narendra Modi today invoked country’s first
premier Jawaharlal Nehru to counter Congress
party on inflation and duties of the citizens. PM
Modi took a jibe at Congress for accusing him
of not invoking the Nehru and his contribution.
The PM was speaking in Lok Sabha on the
motion of thanks to President's address, Watch
the video for more...
‘T will repeatedly take Nehru ji’s name
today. It will be Nehru and only Nehru. You
should enjoy,’ Modi said amid cheer from
treasury benches. When Congress leaders like
Adhir Ranjan Chowdhury demanded that Modi
talk about inflation, the PM said, “Pandit

| | After Spider-Man: No Way :...P-7

terrorism in Jammu

South Korean foreign minister Chung Eui-yong dialled external affairs minister S Jaishankar
and beyond
The distributor of Hyundai
Motors was among the several
Pakistani and multinational companies that posted messages on

and Kashmir,

Twitter and Facebook supporting
the Kashmir Solidarity Day on
Saturday. The messages initially
sparked outrage on social media,
and there were numerous mes-

Opposition unlikely to bring up Pegasus
issue during rest of Budget Session
The Pegasus spyware controversy disrupted Parliament’s Monsoon Session last year.

The issue was back
in the news after the
New York Times on
January 28 reported
that the government
purchased Pegasus
in 2017 as a part of a

Session last year as the
Opposition sought a debate
and reply from Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. The government insisted illegal snooping
was impossible. Parliament
usually refrains from discussing
matters
pending
before the courts even as
there is no bar on taking them
up.Parliamentary affairs min-

$2-billion deal with

Israel

NEW DELHI, OPEN SEARCH
The Opposition is unlikely to
take up the Pegasus spyware
issue during the remaining
part of Parliament’s ongoing
Budget Session even as individual lawmakers may raise it
as the government has said it
is sub-judice and refused any
debate on the matter. The
issue was back in the news
after the New York Times on
January 28 reported the government purchased Pegasus
in 2017 as a part of a $2-billion deal with Israel for military hardware and _intelligence tools. The report trig-

ister Pralhad Joshi on January

gered a fresh storm in India
two days before the start of the
session.
“The Supreme Court is
looking
into
the
issue.
Moreover,

the

government

has not agreed to any debate
on Pegasus saying the matter
is sub-judice. There is little
scope to raise it” said a
Congress strategist, requesting anonymity.
The Supreme Court set
up

an

expert

committee

of

computer science, cybersecu-

experts under the supervision
of
retired
judge
R
V
Raveendran to probe into the
matter in October. This came
months after an international
consortium of media outlets in
July reported phones of Indian
ministers, politicians, activists,
businessmen, and journalists
were among the 50,000 that
were potentially targeted by
Pegasus hacking software.
The spyware controversy disrupted Parliament’s Monsoon

Kejriwal appeals to give a chance to ‘AAP’ in
Uttarakhand Not asking you to join AAP
You gave 10 years
to Congress, 11 to

Remain loyal to the party you are in but vote for AAP: Arvind Kejriwal
BJP but they both wreaked

potential in Delhi, and will

ing you to abandon your
parties and join the Aam
Aadmi Party.
Our one request to
you,
the
peopl
Uttarakhand, is that this
election season, you vote for
us, regardkss of your party
allegiance to BJP or the

Aam Aadmi Party has
new ideas and a comprehensive agenda for the
development and prosperity
of
Uttarakhand.
Supporters of BJP-Congress
will also benefit from free
education and healthcare,
24x7 free electricity, and
unemployment allowance:
Giving the BJP or Congress
five more years will not
change anything; the government will continue to
function as before, and corruption will continue to

This time, for once, I
appeal to the peopk to push
the button for AAP while
voting.”
He
continued,
“Congress was given 10
years by its voters. What did
their government achieve
or provide for you in these
10 years? Did they work for
the state’s progress, for its
people and their families?
Did the Congress work on
improving the education
sector for your children?
Did they provide jobs to the
youth?

BJP but they both

havoc on the peopl

‘
the people and hin

of Uttarakhand Being a fairly new party, AAP if bring-

wreaked havoc on

dered the development of

Uttarakhand:

Arvind Kejrwal
NEW DELHI, OPEN SEARCH
AAP National Convenor and
Delhi Chief Minister Shri
Arvind Kejriwal appealed to
BJP and Congress supporters to give a chance to Aam
Aadmi Party in Uttarakhand
He promised to transform
the Devbhoomi in 5 years.
He stated — I am not asking
you to join AAP, remain
loyal to the party you are in
but vote for AAP. You gave
10 years to Congress, 11 to

hindered

the

and

development

ing in a fresh perspective

with an honest CM candidate. We

have

sages from Indian users calling for
a boycott of the South Korean company and accusing it of supporting
terrorism. The external affairs ministry summoned South Korean

proved

our

do the same here.

Congress or any other party.

thrive. Uttarakhand owes
72 thousand crores as debt
thanks to the debacles of the

BJP & Congress over 21
years. Along with the myriad

of advancements,

AAP

will
not
only
make
Uttarakhand debtfree, but
also
profitable
like

ee

6

Delhi.AAP
National
Convenor and Delhi Chief
Minister
Shri
Arvind
Kejriwal said, “Today I’d like
to address all supporters of
the BJP and the Congress. It
is

my

appeal

to

you

to

remain loyal to the party
you are in. We are not ask-

31 said there was no scope for
a separate discussion or
debate on the Pegasus issue
during the Budget Session as
the matter was pending
before the court.
An Opposition lawmaker
said they had other issues to
highlight
in the
Budget
Session. “Price rise and unemployment

are two

important

issues and as lawmakers, it is
our responsibility to raise
peopk’s issues,” said the lawmaker, requesting anonymity.
Even as a section of the
Congress and the Left was
keen to raise.

ambassador Chang Jae-bok on
Monday and conveyed the “strong
dispkasure of the government on
the unacceptable social media post
by Hyundai Pakistan”, according to
ministry spokesperson Arindam
Bagchi. “It was highlighted that this
matter concerned India’s territorial
integrity on which there could be no
compromise,” Bagchi said India
expects Hyundai Motor to take
“appropriate action to properly
address these issues”, he added.
South Korean foreign minister
Chung Eui-yong also telephoned
Jaishankar on Tuesday morning.
“While they discussed several
issues, the South Korean foreign
minister also conveyed that they
regretted the offence caused to the
peopk and government of India by
the social media post.

Tamil Nadu Assembly again
adopts anti-NEET bill

CHENNAI : (AGENCY)

tion for the passage of the
bill was piloted by chief
minister MK Stalin.
Speaking in the assembly, Stalin said that NEET
"sends students to the cemetery and to jail" and "discriminates
marginalised

The Tamil Nadu Assembly
on Tuesday adopted the bill
against
the
National
Eligibility cum Entrance
Test (NEET) to admit students to undergraduate programmes in medicine. A _ students". The chief minis“ae
al
special assembly session was convened for
the purpose
during
which the bill was
adopted by voice vote.
All the political parties,
except the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) supported the bill
This is the second
time that the Tamil Nadu
ter, referring to the commuAssembly has adopted the
nique of Governor Ravi on
anti-NEET bill It was previthe return of the bill, said
ously passed in September
the reasons adduced by him
last year to scrap the
were not correct.
entrance exam and enable
During the discussion
admissions to MBBS and
over the bill, the house witBDS based on Class 12
nessed din twice when
marks.
AIADMK's C Vijayabaskar,
The bill will now be
health minister in the previsent to the Governor RN
ous regime, traced the oriRavi for the second time. He
gin of NEET to Congress-led
had returned it on February
UPA regime in 2010 which
1, asking the state legislature
was
opposed
by
the
to reconsider it. The resoluCongress members.

‘Immaturity shown by some opposition
leaders left India disappointed’: PM Modi
NEW DELHI : (AGENCY)
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Tuesday
hailed the discipline shown by the people of
the country in fight against the coronavirus
disease (Covid-19) pandemic. Replying to
the debate on motion of thanks in the Rajya
Sabha to President Ram Nath Kovind’s
address to Parliament,
the
Prime
Minister
rebutted the allegations
made by the opposition
parties about unemployment
and __ inflation. |
Taking a swipe at the
opposition parties, the
Prime Minister said that
the setback and disappointment due to losses
in elections should not be
thrust upon the peopk of
the country just for the sake of doing politics.
He said that those sitting in opposition
benches should work for their respective
areas, instead of sulking over their defeats.
Leader of the opposition and Congress’
Mallikarjun Kharge protested the comments mack by the Prime Minister, to which
the PM replied “do not make the mistake

‘

made by Adhir Ranjan Chowdhury”. It was
in reference to the interruptions made by
Chowdhury during PM Modi’s reply in the
Lok Sabha on Monday, after which the PM
launched a scathing attack on Congress and
other opposition parties. The Prime
Minister further said that India’s efforts in
tackling Covid-19 are being appreciated
across the world PM
Modi also quoted verses
from one of former
Prime
Minister
Atal
Bihari
Vajpayee’s
poems, which he said
show India’s prowess.
“The
humankind
has never seen a pandemic like Covid-19 in
the last 100 years. The
crisis changes its forms
and creates trouble for
the peopk; the entire country and world are
fighting against it” PM Modi said “When
Covid-19 began, it was being discussed
what will happen to India. It was also discussed what will be impact on world due to
India. But due to the willpower and discipline of the 1.3 billion people of the country,
efforts of India are being appreciated
across the world” he added.
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BEIJING: (AGENCY)

SYDNEY: (AGENCY)

Australia's prime minister apologised for widespread sexual harassment, abuse and bullying of political
staff Tuesday, a year after a highprofile rape allegation rocked the
country's parliament.
Addressing lawmakers, Scott
Morrison apologised directly to former staffer Brittany Higgins who
said she was raped by a male colleague in a minister's office in 2019.
"I'm sorry to Ms Higgins for the
terrible things that took place here,"
Morrison said describing a decadeslong culture of abuse in the corridors of power.
"But I am sorry for far more
than that -- for all of those who
came before Ms Higgins and
endured the same." "Over many
decades, an ecosystem, a culture,
was perpetuated where bullying,
abuse, harassment, and in some
cases even violence, became normalised," he said.
Higgins went public in January
last year, sparking nationwide
protests. Australians were shocked

by the alleged abuse she experienced, but also the way she was’
treated when she told her bosses.
She said she felt pressured not

who

to go to the police ahead of the 2019
election and described a "culture of
silence" in Australian political parties.
In the wake of Higgins’ allegations,

and

those

of other

came

forward

after

her, the

government
launched
multiple
inquiries.
One of those, the 450-page

Jenkins Review, found that one-in-

three peopk currently working in
Commonwealth workplaces have
experienced sexual harassment
whik working there.
In his speech, Morrison said:

staffers

Mountain glaciers shrinking due to climate change are kss voluminous than
previously understood, putting millions who depend on them for water
supply at risk, researchers reported
Monday.
Glaciers in the Andes Mountains
of South America, for example, were

found to store 23 percent kss fresh
water compared to earlier estimates,
they wrote in the journal Nature
Geoscience.
Bolivia's largest city La Paz, with
more than two million inhabitants, is
highly dependent on glacier runoff for
agriculture and as a buffer against
drought.
As the slow-moving rivers of ice
lose more mass through meltoff than
they gain with fresh snow, water flows
become irregular -- including periods
of flooding -- and eventually dry up,
first in low altitude mountains, and
eventually in higher ones.
Water from glaciers flowing into
rivers is also crucial for hydropower
generation and agriculture.
"The finding of less ice is important and will have implications for mil-

lions of people living around the
world,”
said co-author
Mathieu
Morlighem, an Earth sciences professor at Dartmouth University.
Some regions, including the
Himalayan mountains, were found to
have up to a third more ice than
thought, "which will reduce the pressure on water resources,” lead author
Romain
Millan,
a_ post-doctoral

researcher
at the
Institute
of
Environmental
Geosciences
in
Grenobk, France, told AFP.
Globally, however, the satellitebased survey covering 98 percent of
the world's glaciers -- around 250,000
-- found that the volume of all glaciers
combined, above and below sea level,
was 11 percent smaller than earlier
calculations.
One silver lining is the implications for sea kvel rise, projected to be
among the most devastating consequences of global warming.
Throughout the 20th century,
melting glaciers was one of the main
causes of rising ocean levels, along
with the expansion of sea water as it
warms. The new estimate lowers the
potential contribution of glaciers to sea
level rise from about 33 to 26 centime-

tres (13 to 10 inches). But that reduction -- while not insignificant -- is incidental compared to the impact of melting ice sheets, which have become the
main cause of rising sea levels in the
21st century.
The kilometres-thick blankets of
ice atop
West
Antarctica
and
Greenland hold enough frozen water
to lift oceans some 13 metres.
Despite their apparent immobility, glaciers are constantly on the move,
pushed by gravity.
"We generally think about glaciers as solid ice that may melt in summer, but ice actually flows like thick
syrup under its own weight,” said
Morlighem.
"Using satellite imagery, we are
able to track the motion of these glaciers from space at the global scak."
To create an ice flow database, the
researchers
studied more
than
800,000 pairs of before-and-after
satellite images of glaciers, including
large ice caps, narrow alpine glaciers,
slow valley glaciers and fast tidewater
glaciers.
The high-resolution images, captured by NASA and European Space
Agency satellites, required more than
one million hours of computational
time on super-computers in Grenobk.
Scientists not involved in the
research described it as a "first class
study", and a "great new inventory" of
how much ice there is worldwide.
"Because there is less ice stored in
the world's glaciers than we had
thought they will disappear earlier
than expected, and so the communities that depend on their ice and water
will experience the worst effects of climate change sooner," said Andrew
Shepherd, director of the Centre for
Polar Observation and Mocelling at
the University of Leeds.
"In every corner of the planet, the
seasonality of river water levels will
change dramatically as glaciers melt
away."
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Today To Prevent

work, one of the most powerful and feared factions in
the Taliban.
ISIS-K
has
been
responsibk for some of the
deadliest attacks in the
region in recent years, massacring
civilians
in
Afghanistan and Pakistan,
at mosques, shrines, public
squares and hospitals.
The group has especially targeted Muslims
from sects it considers
heretical, including Shiites - much like the original ISIS
group.
It was hit hard by both
the Taliban and US-led
forces and was losing influence but its attacks have
ramped up since their rival
Islamists took power in
August.
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Democrats introduced a short-term bill on Monday to
fund the US government ahead of a potential shutdown
next week, when federal agencies run out of previously
allocated money.
Shutdowns typically lead to hundreds of thousands
of government workers being sent home, whik parks,
museums and other federal properties and services are
closed. With funding running out on February 18,
President Joe Biden's Democrats and opposition
Republicans had been unabk to agree on a "topline"
number
for the 2022
spending bills. House
Appropriations Committee Chair Rosa DeLauro introduced the stop-gap -- known as a continuing resolution
(CR) -- that would keep the lights on through March 11.
"Our country needs a government funding agreement to create good-paying jobs, grow opportunity for
the middk class, and protect our national security,” she
said "We are close to reaching a framework government
funding agreement, but we will need additional time to
compkte the legislation in full"
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An ageing nun who stole over $800,000 to bankroll a
gambling habit and fund lavish holidays was jailed for a
year in California on Monday. Mary Margaret Kreuper,
80, swore to a life of poverty when she took her vows six
decades ago. But as principal of a Roman Catholic ekmentary school near Los Angeks, she diverted $835,000
of school funds to pay for gambling jaunts in Las Vegas, a
court heard. She also used the money to take luxury trips
to swanky resorts like Lake Tahoe, where well-heeled
tourists gather to cruise in the summer and ski in the
winter. "I have sinned, I have broken the law, and I have
no excuses," Kreuper told the court according to The Los
Angeles Times. She said her crimes were "a violation of
my vows, the commandments, the law, and above all the
sacred trust that so many had placed in me."
Kreuper admitted wire fraud and money laundering during a hearing last year.The court was told how money
sent to the school to pay for tuition and charitable donations was instead funnelled into secret accounts that
Kreuper controlled

He is rumored to have

mander

Kabul airport" on
August 26, which
was claimed by
the
ISISKhorasan (IS-K).
The attack, which
killed more than
100
people
including 13 American soldiers, was launched as the
United States orchestrated
its chaotic withdrawal from
Afghanistan and the evacuation of Afghans deemed
under
threat
by
the
Taliban's takeover.
According
to
Washington,
Sanaullah
Ghafari -- also known as
Shahab al-Muhajir -- was
appointed head of ISIS-K in
June 2020 by the ISIS
group.
ISIS-K is the Afghan
offshoot of ISIS, which originated in Iraq and Syria.
"Ghafari is responsible
for approving all ISIS-K
operations _—_ throughout
Afghanistan and arranging
funding to conduct operations,” the State Department
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which included peopl with
fever who did not have the
coronavirus, those with
influenza, and healthy volunteers. Those cases did
not yield any false positives,
the team said The Fudan
researchers said that once
developed,
their testing
device can be used for quick
testing in a variety of situations, including airports,
health facilities.

$800,000 From School

Ghafari, although his nom
de guerre suggests he
arrived in the region from
the Arab work.
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attack

terrorist.
Little

conducted in parallel The
results from their method
were a "perfect" match with
the PCR tests, according to
the article. Their study
involved testing the new
method on 54 samples,

Nun, 80, In Jail For Stealing

ed in November as a foreign

The
United
States
on
Monday offered a $10-million reward for information
leading to the "identification
or location" of the leader of
the Afghanistan regional
chapter of the ISIS group.
The reward offered by
the US State Department
was also for any information that would
aid in arresting or
convicting those
responsible
for

an

than four minutes," the
team said in the paper,
referring to the official
name
of
the _ Covid
pathogen. The researchers
said their method offers
speed, ease of operation,
high sensitivity and portability. Their trial involved
taking samples from 33
people in Shanghai who
were infected with the
coronavirus, with PCR tests

said in a statement.
He had been blacklist-
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implemented

grated and portable prototype device, and show that it
detected (virus RNA) in less
—

Queen Elizabeth Wants
Prince Charles' Wife To Be
Known As ‘Queen Consort’

Earlier Thought. Why That's Bad News

PARIS: (AGENCY)

Chinese scientists say they
have developed a new coronavirus test that is accurate
as a PCR lab test but gives
results within four minutes.
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) tests are widely
considered the most accurate and sensitive for the
virus that causes Covid-19,
but they usually take several hours.
Some countries have
experienced severe backlogs in the face of heavy
testing demand, fuelled by
the explosive spread of the
highly
transmissible
Omicron variant.
Researchers
from
Fudan
University
—_in
Shanghai say they have a
solution. In a peer-reviewed
article published Monday in
the
journal
Nature
Biomedical
Engineering,
the team said their sensor - which uses microelectronics to analyse genetic material from swabs -- can
reduce the need for timeconsuming Covid lab tests.

"This has to change. It is changing.
And believe it will change."
Opposition leader Anthony
Albanese also offered an apology to
Higgins from his Labor party.
"You have torn through a
silence that has acted as the life support system for the most odious of
status quos,” he said.
Listening from the public
gallery, Higgins became visibly emotional during the speeches.
She sat between three fellow
former staffers who have gone public with their own allegations, and
two women's rights advocates.
The women were asked to
attend the formal acknowledgement
after they tweeted the night before
about not being invited. Higgins will
speak Wednesday at the National
Press Club alongside sexual abuse
survivor Grace Tame, who was the
2021 Australian of the Year. Tame
dismissed the prime minister's
apology. "How about some proactive, preventative measures and not
just these performative, lastminute
bandaid ekctioneering stunts?” she
tweeted Tuesday.

Mountain Glaciers Hold Less Ice Than
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electromechanical biosensor for the detection of
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